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Collider onstraints on interations of dark energywith the Standard ModelPhilippe Brax1, Clare Burrage2, Anne-Christine Davis3,David Seery3 and Amanda Weltman3;41 Institut de Physique Th�eorique, CEA, IPhT, CNRS, URA2306, F-91191Gif-sur-Yvette �edex, Frane2 Theory Group, Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, D-22603, Hamburg,Germany3 Department of Applied Mathematis and Theoretial PhysisCentre for Mathematial Sienes, University of Cambridge,Wilberfore Road, Cambridge, CB3 0WA, United Kingdom4 Department of Mathematis and Applied Mathematis, University of Cape Town,Private Bag, Rondebosh, South Afria, 7700E-mail: djs61�am.a.ukAbstrat. We study models in whih a light salar dark energy partile ouples tothe gauge �elds of the eletroweak fore, the photon, Z, and W� bosons. Our analysisapplies to a large lass of interating dark energy models, inluding those in whihthe dark energy mass an be adjusted to evade �fth-fore bounds by the so-alled\hameleon" mehanism. We onlude that|with the usual hoie of Higgs setor|eletroweak preision observables are sreened from the indiret e�ets of dark energy,making suh orretions e�etively unobservable at present-day olliders, and limitingthe dark energy disovery potential of any future International Linear Collider. Weshow that a similar sreening e�et applies to proesses mediated by avour-hangingneutral urrents, whih an be traed to the Glashow{Iliopoulos{Maiani mehanism.However, Higgs boson prodution at the Large Hadron Collider via weak boson fusionmay reeive observable orretions.Keywords: Dark energy theory, Weak interations beyond the Standard Model,Cosmology of theories beyond the Standard Model
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Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 21. IntrodutionThe emergene of osmology as a data-driven siene in the late 1990s enabledour theories of the universe to be promoted from mostly speulation to meaningfulquantitative investigation. Although many omponents of what now forms the standard\onordane" �CDM osmology had been proposed prior to the quantitative revolutionand were found to be onsistent with experiment, among the more surprising revelationswas the emergene of a new sale at around 10�3 eV, assoiated with an apparentaeleration of the osmologial expansion. The properties of Nature at this sale havebeen aessible sine the earliest days of partile physis, and our models of mirosopiproesses at these energies are now very well tested. It was therefore surprising todisover that this hitherto mundane sale was to be assoiated with an exoti speies ofmatter with energy density � � (10�3 eV)4 and equation of state p � ��.The mirophysis assoiated with this energy density remains unknown. Themost parsimonious interpretation of the data requires only Einstein's \osmologialterm," whih we now know to be degenerate with the aggregate e�et of quantumvauum utations. At a mass sale M these ontribute a osmologial e�et of orderM4. Consequently, if we take our well-tested quantum-mehanial theories of physisseriously even at omparatively modest sales (up to MEW � 100GeV { 1 TeV) thenwithout a remarkable anellation we enounter a serious disagreement with the data.An alternative interpretation is to suppose that unknown physis renders the quantumzero-point energy negligible or unobservable. If this is the ase, it is possible that ourpresent phase of aeleration is driven by the potential energy assoiated with somesalar �eld. This �eld would have to be very light on large sales in our present vauum,with mass of order H0 � 10�33 eV, but it might evade the stringent bounds assoiatedwith long-range fores mediated by light bosons if its mass ould be adjusted to be largein regions of high average density. Theories of this type were proposed by Khoury &Weltman [1, 2℄, who alled suh �elds \hameleoni" in view of their ability to varytheir properties depending on the environment.yThe hameleon property means that models involving these �elds an give riseto suessful aeleration at late times [5℄, while remaining onsistent with knownonstraints on long-range physis. Suh models are attrative for another reason,beause the requirement that the �eld an respond to loal variations in the densityof bulk matter means that ouplings to Standard Model states are mandatory.Chameleoni �elds are therefore onstrained by preision measurements of the earlyuniverse|in partiular, observations of Big Bang Nuleosynthesis (`BBN') and theredshift of reombination [5, 6℄. As the universe ools the bakground dark energy �eldremains �xed in the minimum of its potential, whose loation slowly drifts. The resultis a variation in the mass of any partile to whih dark energy is oupled. However,aeptable models are onstruted in suh a way that only small hanges in partilemass an be expeted, and therefore the onstraints from observations suh as BBN arey For earlier work, see Refs. [3, 4℄.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 3rather weak. Interesting bounds have also been obtained from a variety of astrophysialand terrestrial proesses [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄.These ouplings also imply the existene of an interesting ollider phenomenology.With the aim of omplementing the osmologial and astrophysial tests, our purposein this paper is to take the �rst steps towards understanding the impliations of darkenergy orretions for Standard Model proesses whih an be observed at present andfuture partile olliders. A related study has been performed by Kleban & Rabadan[16℄.What form would these orretions take? We expet that the dark energy salaris not harged under any of the usual gauge quantum numbers assoiated with theStandard Model. Its ouplings to Standard Model states are therefore unrestrited byonsiderations of gauge invariane. Nevertheless, beause bulk mass in the marosopiworld is dominated by hadrons it seems unavoidable for a hameleoni salar to oupleto those degrees of freedom harged under QCD, namely the quarks and gluons.Unfortunately, hadron interations in QCD are non-perturbative in nature and arediÆult to study. It is less obvious that the dark energy is obliged to ouple to degreesof freedom harged under the eletroweak SU(2)�U(1) gauge symmetry, but if it doesthen one might imagine that suh interations would o�er a more tratable probe ofthe theory than the ompliated olour physis of QCD. Our purpose in this work is tostudy the omparatively lean experimental signatures whih arise at low energy fromthe existene of ouplings between dark energy and Standard Model states whih arryeletroweak quantum numbers.Interations between a salar dark energy speies and the eletroweak setor neednot be harmless. For example, variation in the dark energy vauum expetation valueould lead to a shifting �ne-struture onstant or loss of onservation of eletri harge[17, 18℄. From the perspetive of ollider phenomenology, there is another seriousdiÆulty: fundamental salar �elds are well-known to depend sensitively on the details ofphysis in the ultra-violet. If Standard Model partiles an radiate into light hameleonstates while partiipating in some measurable proess, then we must allow for thepossibility of signi�ant orretions to observable Standard Model reations. Indeed, itis a serious question whether any dark energy model of this type an be ompatible withexisting data. It is also important to understand whether we should expet dramatisignals at impending high-preision experiments suh as the Large Hadron Collider(LHC) at the European Organization for Nulear Researh (CERN) or at a proposedfuture International Linear Collider.In this paper, we study the e�et of suh radiative orretions. Our resultsapply to models of hameleon dark energy, and also to alternatives suh as oupledquintessene, or any beyond-the-Standard-Model salar speies whih is light in thelaboratory environment. Similar issues have been addressed previously by Einhorn& Wudka [19℄, who determined the riteria for heavy salar partiles to be sreened.However, our results are not ontained in their analysis beause the salar partileswhih an ause suessful osmologial aeleration must ordinarily be very light in



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 4the laboratory environment ompared to the eletroweak sale, with masses of order. 10�8 eV or lighter. It is the e�et of highly suppressed ouplings in the laboratorywhih allows suh partiles to have evaded detetion, rather than the signi�ant energyost of produing them in ollisions.In x2.1 we give a brief summary of ultra-violet e�ets in salar �eld theories, beforegoing on to review the formalism used to study orretions to eletroweak preisionobservables (x3). In x3.1 we study orretions to the width of the Z boson (a tree-levele�et), and show that it leads to a weak onstraint. In x3.2 we identify a lass of loope�ets whih lead to stronger onstraints, the so-alled \oblique" orretions. The keyquantities we require to ompute them are the vauum polarizations of the W�, Z and bosons, whih are obtained in x4. In x4.2 we interpret these vauum polarizations interms of an e�etive Lagrangian whih makes their physial ontent transparent. In x5we disuss our �ndings and indiate how our results ould be extended to a larger zoologyof proesses, inluding so-alled avour-hanging neutral urrents. In partiular, in x5.1we disuss the onditions under whih the largest orretions are \sreened," meaningthat they do not enter in any measurable relationship between observables. It is onlywhen sreening ours that the model is automatially ompatible with the simplestpreditions of the Standard Model. In x5.2 we determine the onstraints whih anbe obtained from data obtained by present-day olliders, and disuss the role of futurehadron{hadron or e+e� olliders. Finally, in x6 we state our onlusions. Some tehnialdetails are olleted in two Appendies.We hoose units throughout suh that ~ =  = 1. Our metri onvention is(�;+;+;+), so that on-shell partiles have negative invariant momenta. Spaetimeindies are denoted by lower-ase Latin indies fa; b; ; : : :g, and we label the speies ofvetor bosons by upper-ase indies fA;B;C; : : :g.2. Eletroweakly interating dark energy2.1. Ultra-violet e�etsThe problem of sensitivity to ultra-violet e�ets is universal in any theory of salar �elds.While it is an obstale for model-building, UV sensitivity an be exploited as a tool toprobe the theory at energies muh higher than those whih an physially be realizedin partile aelerators. An important example of this ours in the Higgs setor of theStandard Model, whih has many parallels with the ase of interating dark energy. Forthis reason we digress to give a brief disussion of the Higgs ase, before returning todark energy in x2.2.All partiles whih gain their mass via the Higgs mehanism are entitled to radiateinto Higgs states, and in onsequene it was pointed out long ago by Veltman thateletroweak quantities an reeive large Higgs ontributions, up to some sale abovewhih radiation is suppressed. This sale is presumably determined by a more ompletetheory of mirosopi interations, of whih the Standard Model is an e�etive low



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 5energy limit. The Standard Model inluding a Higgs setor is preisely renormalizable,but if the Higgs is deoupled from the theory by taking its mass to in�nity, MH !1,we should reover the divergenes of the Higgsless ase. One an therefore think of MHas a soft e�etive uto� orresponding to the sale of new physis [20℄. Any large Higgsontributions must appear experimentally as deviations from the tree-level expetation,whih an be summarized in terms of Veltman's \�-parameter." In priniple, this ouldreeive orretions from the Higgs setor of the form� � M2WM2Z os2 � = 1 + a0g2M2HM2Z + a1g2 lnM2HM2Z + � � � ; (1)where a0 and a1 are pure numbers whih must be alulated, g is a oupling onstant, and`� � �' denotes the e�et of higher-order radiative orretions whih we have negleted. Theurrent experimental onstraint is � = 1:0004+0:0008�0:0004 [21℄, so if a0 6= 0 one would obtainextremely stringent onstraints on MH . Unfortunately, in the Standard Model it turnsout that a0 = 0 [22, 23℄, leading to a onsiderably weaker bound MH . 215GeV. Thise�et ours in all Standard Model observables and has beome known as the sreeningtheorem, beause it protets low-energy observations from the e�et of oupling to a largephase spae of salar Higgs states. It has been shown that the sreening phenomenonextends to all orders in the loop expansion in the limit MH !1 [24, 25, 19℄.The same priniples apply to any light salar �eld. What happens if Standard Modelpartiles are permitted to radiate into dark energy states? In the laboratory environmentwhere the W� and Z masses an be measured, the dark energy quanta are typiallylight. In this ase, we must expet ontributions to eletroweak observables of the formdesribed by Eq. (1), with the Higgs massMH replaed by whatever saleM determinesthe size of the phase spae of available states, and the oupling g2 replaed by whateverquantity sets the interation strength of dark energy with ordinary matter, whih istypially a number of order M2Z=M2. It then beomes extremely signi�ant whetherdark energy exhibits a similar sreening e�et, for if a0 6= 0 then � will generiallyreeive orretions of O(1). Suh large orretions ould easily lead to an unaeptableonit with preision eletroweak data. On the other hand, if the dark energy doesexhibit sreening then the orretions to � are roughly of order O[(MZ=M)2 lnM2=M2Z℄and are therefore very small for any phenomenologially reasonable hoie of M .We would like to emphasize that there is no reason of priniple for the Higgs orany other salar speies to exhibit this sort of radiative sreening. In the Higgs setor,a so-alled \ustodial" global SU(2) symmetry beomes exat in the limit where thehyperharge gauge oupling g1 vanishes [26℄, whih guarantees equality of the vetorboson masses, but does not guarantee sreening [20℄.y In the absene of any spei�reason to think otherwise, one must imagine that a generi salar �eld theory interatingy In their proof that the Higgs exhibits radiative sreening to all orders in the loop expansion, Einhorn &Wudka made essential use of the SU(2) ustodial symmetry [25℄. However, although the existene of thissymmetry is neessary, it is not suÆient. An integral part of of Einhorn & Wudka's argument onsistsof a power-ounting proedure entirely unonneted with the ustodial symmetry, whih determineswhere the leading divergenes an appear as MH !1.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 6with the eletroweak setor would ontribute to Eq. (1) with a0 6= 0. Although it maybe possible to �ne-tune a model of this type to be onsistent with preision eletroweakobservations, this solution would be highly unattrative. Indeed, one would have tradedan unappealing �ne-tuning in the osmologial onstant for a �ne-tuning in the salarmodel intended to replae it, and little would have been gained.2.2. The interation LagrangianWe will hoose to work with a theory of the broken phase of the eletroweak fore inwhih the photon and the massive vetor bosons W� and Z interat with a single darkenergy salar � aording to the ationS = �14 Z d4x �2B(��)(�aW+b � �bW+a)(�aW�b � �bW�a ) + 4m2WBH(�H�)W+aW�a+B(��)(�aZb � �bZa)(�aZb � �bZa) + 2m2ZBH(�H�)ZaZa+B(��)(�aAb � �bAa)(�aAb � �bAa)�; (2)where W�a and Za are the gauge �elds assoiated with the W� and Z, respetively, andAa is the gauge �eld assoiated with the photon. Eq. (2) should be thought of as ane�etive Lagrangian valid after integrating out the Goldstone modes of the Higgs, asemphasized by Burgess & London [27, 28℄ following earlier work in Refs. [29, 30℄. Onlyinvariane under the eletromagneti U(1) gauge group is required.The quantities mW and mZ are the Lagrangian parameters orresponding to themass of the W� and Z, whih are related via a renormalization presription to thephysial masses MW and MZ . In addition, we have introdued two arbitrary funtionsB(��) and BH(�H�) whih desribe how the salar � ouples to the gauge bosonkineti and mass terms. These ouplings are assoiated with mass sales M � ��1and MH � ��1H (not neessarily identialz) whih ontrol the relative strength of theinteration between dark energy and the weak gauge bosons, and between dark energyand the Higgs �eld respetively.Throughout this paper, we assume that the dark energy quanta � have some �xedmass M�, whih is not subjet to renormalization. This is tantamount to treating theentire salar setor as an e�etive �eld theory, in whih quantum e�ets have alreadybeen inluded, and for whih we only wish to assess the inuene of radiative orretionson the bare eletroweak setor. This is appropriate for a phenomenologial model suhas a hameleon, whih need not be a fundamental partile in its own right, but rathermay represent the olletive e�et of degrees of freedom at high energy whih have beenintegrated out of the theory. In any suh e�etive �eld theory it is diÆult to maintainlight salar masses beause quantum orretions will typially renormalize these to thesale of the uto� unless they are proteted by a symmetry. This diÆulty a�its allz Note thatMH is not the Higgs mass, whih was disussed in x2.1 but does not appear in the remainderof this paper.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 7
Z �f

f
(a) Z�Z �

f�f (b)Figure 1. Contributions to the deay width of the neutral Z boson. In (a), an on-shell Z deays to a fermion{antifermion pair f �f . In (b), the deay is preipitated byemission of a dark energy partile, �, leaving the original Z in an o�-shell exited statewhih subsequently deays to f �f . If the �nal-state � is not observed, these proessesannot be distinguished and therefore both ontribute to the deay width into f �f .partiulate theories of dark energy equally, and we have nothing new to ontribute tothis debate.The oupling funtions B and BH are unknown, although they will be subjet toertain restritions if we wish the dark energy �eld to exhibit an aeptable hameleonphenomenology. We will not impose any suh restritions, exept to observe that theoupling funtions for the W�, Z and  kineti terms must be the same if Eq. (2) is todesend from an unbroken gauge-invariant theory of SU(2) � U(1) at higher energies.Moreover, the oupling funtions multiplying the mass terms must be the same if wesuppose that the W� and Z obtain their masses via spontaneous symmetry breaking,and that the Higgs setor onsists of a minimal SU(2) doublet. Sine we wish to retainboth these phenomenologial suesses of the Standard Model, we are left with at mosttwo free oupling funtions. In many ases, however, we expet that Eq. (2) will nothave a UV ompletion unless these ouplings are the same, beause the longitudinalpolarizations of the Z and W� are assoiated with Goldstone modes of the Higgs.3. Eletroweak preision observables3.1. Constraints from Z deayLet us �rst onsider orretions where some dark energy quanta are present in the �nalstate. These orretions an be onsidered as a form of \dark energy bremsstrahlung".Sine the �nal-state dark energy partiles esape the detetor and are not observed, suhreations look like extra ontributions to the ross-setion for the orresponding bareStandard Model proess. Among the best-measured of these is the width for Z deay,depited for deay into a fermion{antifermion pair f �f of ommon mass Mf with andwithout dark energy dressing in Figs. 1(a) and (b) respetively. In the dressed proess(b) the on-shell 4-momentum of one outgoing fermion (whih we label `2' by onvention)is �xed by onservation of 3-momentum. The energy of the other fermion is determinedby energy onservation in terms of a quadrati equation to be given below. We show in



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 8Appendix A that the di�erential ontribution to the Z deay width from emission of asingle dark energy partile of energy E� into a solid angle d
� satis�esd�(Z ! �f �f)�(Z ! f �f) = �B02(2�)3M2ZM2 dÊ� d
� qÊ2� � y2qÊ21 � x2J(1� Ê� � Ê1)(1 + r̂2)2M�f �fMf �f ; (3)where M = ��1 is the dark energy oupling sale, and x and y are de�ned byx � M2fM2Z (4)y � M2�M2Z : (5)The outgoing dark energy salar is taken to have 3-momentum q. We introduedimensionless \hatted" energies and momentum aording to the rulesÊi = EiMZ (6)q̂ = qMZ : (7)where i 2 f�; 1; 2g. The quantity r̂2 measures the degree to whih the intermediate Z�is o�-shell, and satis�esr̂2 � �1 + 2Ê� � y2: (8)It is equal to �1 for an intermediate Z whih is preisely on-shell, although in this limitthe �nite width of the Z annot be ignored. The energy Ê1 must be a solution of thequadrati equationÊ21 nos2 �(Ê2� � y2)� (1� Ê2�)o + Ê1(1� Ê�)(1 + y2 � 2Ê�)= 14(1 + y2 � 2Ê�)2 + x2(os2 �)(Ê2� � y2); (9)where � is the angle between q and the 3-momentum of fermion 1. Although twosolutions for Ê1 exist, one is always spurious. The solutions hange roles at � = �=2.Moreover, J is a Jaobian arising from �xing Ê1 to be a solution of Eq. (9). It is de�nedby J = �����1 + Ê1 1 + (Ê2� � y2)1=2(Ê21 � x2)�1=2 os �1� Ê� � Ê1 ����� : (10)The matrix element Mf �f satis�esMf �f = p1� 4x2 �6gLgRx2 + (g2L + g2R)(1� x2)	 ; (11)where gL and gR are the left- and right-handed ouplings of the fermion speies to theZ; and M�f �f is a ompliated funtion whose form is determined in Appendix A andwhih an be read o� from Eqs. (A.9){(A.10) or Eqs. (A.14){(A.15). After integratingover Ê� and the solid angle 
�, Eq. (3) determines the ross-setion for any dressed



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 9proess in terms of the bare standard model ross-setion. In a generi model without�ne-tuning, for whih �B0 � 1, this rate takes the form�(Z ! �f �f)�(Z ! f �f) = 116�3M2ZM2 I�f �f ; (12)and I�f �f is found to be numerially of order I�f �f � 0:2 for a wide range of fermionmasses and ouplings. The width of the Z into visible partiles is predited to be�Z = 2:4952 GeV within the Standard Model, with a small theoretial error. Itsmeasured value is �Z = (2:4952 � 0:0023) GeV [21℄, implying that any enhanementdue to dark energy will be ompatible with observation only ifM & 0:66MZ � 60 GeV.Moreover, our neglet of the Z width means that this is a onservative over-estimate.Thus, under the very mild onstraint M & MZ it seems lear that there will be nodisagreement with the data. Proesses similar to Fig. 1(b), but with emission of morethan one dark energy partile into the �nal state, are suppressed by extra powers of(MZ=M)2(2�)�3.Dark energy bremsstrahlung ould have onsequenes beyond enhanements todeay widths and ross-setions of the sort alulated above. Soft bremsstrahlung e�etsould be signi�ant in QCD if they initiated jet formation by destabilizing quarksor gluons, or if their aggregate e�et ould be resolved by partons partiipating in asuÆiently hard ollision. However, suh e�ets are likely to be important only if thedark energy ouples at a very low sale. We an estimate that the S-matrix elementfor any bremsstrahlung event should ontrolled by the square of the single-hameleonoupling onstant, of order Mf=M for a fermion of mass Mf , and a phase spae fatorof order ln s=M2�, where s �M2EW is the usual Mandelstam variable and M� . 10�8 eVis the dark energy mass in the beam pipe [31, 32℄. The logarithm is roughly of order102. A signi�ant e�et an our if the produt (Mf=M)2 lnM2EW=M2� � 1, but unlessthe dark energy salar is very light this ombination is generally negligible whenever theoupling sale M is modestly larger than the mass of the fermion speies in question,of order M & 102Mf .3.2. Oblique orretionsIn addition to bremsstrahlung proesses, the perturbation theory onstruted fromEq. (2) desribes proesses by whih Standard Model partiles may radiate into anintermediate state ontaining an arbitrary number of dark energy quanta. If we exludereations in whih dark energy partiles are present in the initial or �nal state thenall suh proesses are built out of interations whih are already present in the bareStandard Model. To study them we should begin with a given Standard Model reation,exempli�ed for the ase of 2! 20 sattering of light fermions in Fig. 2(a), and aountfor the e�et of dark energy ativity. This ativity an naturally be divided into threeategories, orresponding to Figs. 2(b){(d).In Fig. 2(b), dark energy loops dress eah vertex in the bare reation with so-alled daisies, whereas in Fig. 2() dark energy quanta bridge between two di�erent
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(a)

(b) ()
(d)Figure 2. Classes of dark energy diagrams assoiated with Standard Model reations,exempli�ed in the ase of 2! 20 fermion sattering. Solid lines with arrows representfermions; wavy lines represent the gauge bosons of the eletroweak fore; and plain linesrepresent dark energy partiles. The bare Standard Model proess is given in (a). In(b), the verties of the reation are dressed by daisies whih begin and end at the samevertex. In (), dark energy quanta bridge between two di�erent verties. Corretionssuh as (b){() whih depend on the proess under study (in this ase, dependingon the initial and �nal fermion speies, and the identity of the exhanged boson)are alled straight. On the other hand, orretions suh as (d) whih are universalfor all proesses involving the exhange of a given speies of vetor boson are alledoblique. (In priniple there are also oblique orretions to the fermion speies, buttypially these do not ontribute signi�antly to observable quantities.) In general,the dark energy orretion to (a) onsists of summing over all possible ombinationsof proesses similar to (b){(d).verties. More ompliated bridges, inluding internal verties whih may themselvesbe dressed by daisies, an also be onstruted.y Together with proesses where one ormore dark energy quantum appears in the �nal state, these are examples of so-alledstraight orretions whih depend on the proess whih under onsideration [33℄.In ontradistintion, Fig. 2(d) represents an example of an oblique orretion,whih involves intermediate dark energy states only in the interior of a gauge bosonpropagator. One an oblique orretion has been alulated for a given speies of gauge�eld, it is universal for all proesses involving exhange of that boson. In priniple,these orretions are all equally important and for a general momentum transfer qit is a ompliated proess to ompute them. However, we argue in Appendix Bthat the daisies and bridges whih onstitute the straight orretions are momentum-y Note, however, that we do not inlude loops in whih the hameleon interats with itself: as has beensaid, these are assumed to have been absorbed in the parameters of the dark energy model.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 11�W�; ZW�; Z;  W�; Z; (a) �W�; Z;  W�; Z; (b)Figure 3. Proesses ontributing to the self-energy of the intermediate vetor bosons, W� and Z. An initial vetor boson state, represented by a wavy line, radiates intosalar quanta � (represented by a solid line) whih are eventually re-absorbed to yielda �nal state haraterized by the same quantum numbers and momentum as the initialstate.independent up to terms of order q2=M2, where M > MEW is a dark energy ouplingsale harateristi of the fermion speies whih partiipate. Provided they are the samefor all speies, suh momentum-independent terms an be absorbed in a renormalizationof the Fermi onstant, GF , and are therefore unobservable. We have seen in x3.1 thatin any phenomenologially aeptable senario we expet M � MEW, implying thatthe remaining ontributions an be negleted in omparison with that of the obliqueorretion, Fig. 2(d), whih is present at order q2=M2EW. Oblique orretions willtherefore give the most stringent onstraints if they turn out to require M & 100 GeV.The e�et of physis beyond the Standard Model has been studied by manyauthors, and is frequently dominated by oblique orretions. Peskin & Takeuhi [33, 34℄introdued a simple parametrization of them in terms of three quantities S, T andU whih quantify the magnitude of orretions near zero momentum transfer,z butassumed that whatever new physis was responsible for modifying the properties of thegauge bosons was heavy. This assumption was later removed by Maksymyk, London& Burgess [37, 38℄, who introdued new parameters V , W and X to quantify thesigni�ane of radiative orretions around the Z resonane.x In the remainder of thissetion, we briey review the parametrization of oblique orretions in terms of S, T ,U , V , W and X.The one-loop obliquely-orreted vetor boson propagators are obtained bysumming over an arbitrary number of insertions of the one-loop diagrams of Fig. 3in the tree-level propagator. In unitarity gauge, where the three would-be Goldstonemodes supplied by the Higgs doublet have been absorbed as longitudinal polarizationsof theW� and Z, the tree-level propagator for eah massive vetor boson an be writtenhXaA(k1)XybB (k2)i = �i(2�)3Æ(k1 + k2)ÆAB ��ab + kakbm2A ��(k2); (13)where we have de�ned k � k1 = �k2 and the quantum �eld XA is built out of thereation and annihilation operators orresponding to a vetor boson of speies A andmass mA. The tree-level propagator funtion satis�es ��1(k2) = k2 +m2A. The photonpropagator an be written in an analogous form, with mA 7! 0 in the funtion �(k2)z An alternative parametrization was proposed simultaneously by Altarelli & Barbieri [35, 36℄.x See also Refs. [39, 40℄.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 12and m2A 7! �k2 in the tensor prefator.We de�ne the sum of the one-partile-irreduible diagrams whih onnet an initial-state vetor boson of speies A with a �nal-state vetor boson of speies B and arryingmomentum k to be i�abAB(k2)=(2�)4. Sine the Z and  are eletrially neutral theyare permitted to mix beyond tree-level, whih would orrespond to a non-zero vauumpolarization �abZ. However, inspetion of the interations in Eq. (2) shows that Eq. (2)does not indue extra mixing and we an set �abZ = 0.With this simpli�ation, the full propagator an be resummed using the Shwinger{Dyson equations. The result is that the propagator funtion � in Eq. (13) should bereplaed by a resummed funtion �0, whih for eah speies A satis�es�0(k2) = 1k2 +m2A � �(0)AA(k2) ; (14)where we have written�abAB(k2) = �ab�(0)AB(k2) + kakb�(2)AB(k2); (15)and, for external states whih onsist only of light fermions of invariant mass-squaredM2f , Eq. (14) is valid up to orretions of order M2f =M2W whih we neglet. Therefore,the quadrati term �(2)AB will not appear in the remainder of this paper, and to simplifynotation we write all subsequent formulae in terms of the abbreviation �AB � �(0)AB.3.3. The S, T , U , V and W parametersIn the absene of radiative orretions, the Standard Model entails the existene ofsimple relationships among the observables of the theory. Sine there are three freequantities whih parametrize the broken phase|the two gauge ouplings g1 and g2,together with the Higgs vauum expetation value|it is neessary to take three massesor ouplings from experiment. One this so-alled `input parameter set' has beenseleted, all other observables an be expressed in terms of the hosen three. In theeletroweak setor it is onventional to hoose the input parameter set to omprise the�ne struture onstant �, the Fermi oupling GF , and the Z mass, MZ , whih arepresently the best measured eletroweak quantities.With the inlusion of radiative orretions, the original simple relationships amongobservables are modi�ed. Indeed, in order to math the preision with whih aeleratorexperiments an measure eletroweak parameters, it is usually neessary to inludeseveral orders of radiative orretions whih arise purely within the Standard Model.It may happen that these orretions are insuÆient to aount for the deviation of allobservables from their tree-level values. The remainder must be asribed to new physis:it is only this ontribution from new physis whih we wish to attribute to the e�et ofa dark energy salar speies. The relevant observables other than f�;GF ;MZg are themixing angle, �W, and the W� mass, MW , together with any ross-setions or deayrates whih an be written in terms of all these quantities. At tree level, �W and MW



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 13are related to the input parameter set via the rulessin2 �W(1� sin2 �W) = �16p2�M2ZGF ; (16)M2W =M2Z os2 �W; (17)where os �W in Eq. (17) is to be omputed from the solution to Eq. (16).The physial mass of a single-partile state orresponding to a vetor boson is givenby the pole of Eq. (14), whih renormalizes the Lagrangian parameter mA. Therefore,the physial mass MA satis�esM2A = ~M2A�1� �AA(�M2A)M2A � ; (18)where we have introdued a useful notation in whih a tilde, as in ~MA, denotes the valuetaken by a quantity in the Standard Model without oblique orretions. At tree-level,~M2A is simply equal to m2A, but Eq. (18) ontinues to apply to leading order in radiativeorretions even if we allow the vetor boson masses to reeive renormalizations fromloops purely within the Standard Model. On the other hand, the Fermi onstant GF isde�ned as the oupling of the harged-urrent interation at zero momentum transferand reeives an oblique orretion [33, 34℄GF = ~GF �1 + �WW (0)M2W � : (19)Likewise, the �ne struture onstant measures the eletromagneti interation at zeromomentum transfer and reeives an oblique orretion from the photon self-energy,� = ~��1 + �̂(0)� ; (20)where �̂(k2) � �(k2)=k2. Eqs. (19) and (20) apply even if we allow ~GF and ~� toreeive orretions from pure Standard Model loops. It follows that we an writes2W~s2W = 1 + �4s2W(2W � s2W)S � �2W2W � s2WT (21)and M2W~M2W = 1� �2(2W � s2W)S + �2W2W � s2WT + �4s2WU; (22)where we have introdued the useful abbreviations sW � sin �W and W � os �W, andthe parameters S, T and U are de�ned by [33, 34, 37℄k�4s2W2WS � �ZZ(0)� �ZZ(�M2Z)M2Z � �̂(0); (23)k Certain terms in these expressions hange sign depending on the hoie of signature for the metri.Under reverse of sign onvention (whih gives the timelike onvention widely used in partile physis,in omparison with the spaelike onvention adopted in this paper), the formulae for S, T and Ushould be modi�ed by reversing the sign of eah mass-square M2A, together with extra signs for eahexpliit fator of k2 or dk2. This explains the di�erene in signs between Eqs. (23){(25) and the originalreferenes, whih used the signature (+;�;�;�). Note also that in theories where the Z and  mixbeyond tree-level, S and U reeive extra ontributions. For details, see Refs. [33, 34, 37℄.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 14�T � �ZZ(0)M2Z � �WW (0)M2W ; (24)�4s2W (U + S) � �WW (0)� �WW (�M2W )M2W � �̂(0): (25)Experimentally observable quantities suh as the Veltman �-parameter, Eq. (1), an bewritten in terms of S, T and U .Eletroweak data is not limited to measurements of the W� and Z masses and themixing angle, but inludes ross-setions and deay rates. The standard LSZ formula[41℄ implies that the �rst-order shifts from oblique orretions in these quantities an beobtained from their tree-level values together with appropriate multipliation by wavefuntion renormalization fators ZA, de�ned for eah speies of massive boson A by therule ZA � 1 + ddk2�AA(k2)����k2=�M2A : (26)To take aount of these fators, it is neessary to introdue two further parameters Vand W [37, 39, 40℄{�V � ddk2�ZZ(k2)����k2=�M2Z � �ZZ(0)� �ZZ(�M2Z)M2Z ; (27)�W � ddk2�WW (k2)����k2=�M2W � �WW (0)� �WW (�M2W )M2W : (28)Oblique dark energy orretions to all purely eletroweak observables an be written interms of S, T , U , V and W .These parameters have simple physial interpretations. S is a measure of thedi�erene between the wavefuntion renormalization of the Z boson and the photon, .In an interating theory, a state prepared with de�nite partile ontent and momentumat some early time may not manifest the same ontent when probed at a later timebeause the partiles may radiate into any other states to whih they ouple. Theprobability for this to our is quanti�ed by the wavefuntion renormalization.T is a measure of the extra isospin breaking at zero momentum whih is ontributedby new physis. This di�erene manifests itself in the relative strength of the harged-and neutral-urrent interations. The preise balane between these interations may beupset by oupling to the dark energy salar, but in the Standard Model with a minimalHiggs setor T is unlikely to reeive large orretions unless isospin symmetry is brokenexpliitly at tree level. Similarly, U is a measure of the di�erene between the W� andZ wavefuntion renormalizations. Finally, V andW quantify the di�erene between thewavefuntion renormalizations of the Z and W� bosons, respetively, on the mass-shell,ompared with zero momentum. In what follows, we will see this struture emergeexpliitly from our analysis.{ In theories where the Z and  an mix beyond tree-level, it is neessary to introdue a third newparameter, X . See Ref. [37℄.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 154. Vetor boson vauum polarizationsTo evaluate the S, T , U , V andW parameters, one requires an expliit expression for thevetor boson vauum polarizations. In this setion, we obtain the neessary self-energiesby alulating the two one-loop diagrams in Fig. 3.4.1. Feynman rulesOur detailed information onerning the properties of the W� and Z bosons omesmostly from the LEPII experiment, whih reated these partiles abundantly in head-on e+e� ollisions. TheW�s and Zs synthesized in this way were produed at rest in thebeam-pipe and spent their entire lifetime within its vauum, before deaying into otherpartiles whih ould subsequently be deteted. In the environment of the beam-pipe,we an assume that the salar �eld has a onstant vauum expetation value �� togetherwith small exitations Æ�. To obtain the one-loop vauum polarization, it is neessaryto desribe the interations of the W� and Z to order Æ�2. For interations involving aW+ and W� the relevant verties are:
W+aW�bk2k3 k1 7! �B0� ��ab(k2 � k3 � m2W )� kb2ka3� ; (29)
W+aW�bk2k3 k1k4 7! �B00�22 ��ab(k2 � k3 � �m2W )� kb2ka3� ; (30)where �B0 � B0(� ��), �B00 � B00(� ��) together with equivalent de�nitions for BH ; thespaetime inner produt is denoted p � q � paqa for any two four-vetors pa and qa; andwe have de�ned quantities  and � aording to the rules � �B0H�B0 �H� (31)� � �B00H�B00 �2H�2 : (32)With this hoie of Feynman rules, the diagram of Fig. 3(a) orresponds to a vauumpolarization of the form�WW (k2) = �28�2 �B02�B Z 10 dx Z �0 �3 d�(�2 + �2)2 ��24 (2k2 + 2M2W ) + (xk2 + M2W )2� ; (33)where x is a Feynman parameter, and we have Wik rotated to Eulidean signaturebefore replaing the Eulidean volume element by 2�2�3 d�. The momentum sale �is a sharp uto� whih regulates the maximum Eulidean momentum permitted to



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 16irulate in the loop, and therefore determines the size of the phase spae of salarstates to whih eah W� ouples.y Finally, �2 is an abbreviation for the quantity�2 � x(1� x)k2 + (1� x)M2W + xM2�: (34)In writing Eqs. (33){(34) we have freely replaed m2W by M2W , sine the orretion thisindues is formally of higher order in the loop expansion.The diagram of Fig. 3(b) gives a somewhat simpler ontribution,�WW (k2) = � �28�2 �B02�B Z 10 dx Z �0 �3 d��2 +M2� 
2 (k2 + �M2W ); (35)where 
 is a dimensionless ombination whih measures the urvature of the ouplingfuntion B in the vauum,
 � �B00 �B�B02 : (36)We also require the vauum polarization for the Z boson and the photon, .However, no further alulation is required sine the relevant Feynman rules anbe obtained from (29){(30), and the neessary vauum polarizations an likewise beobtained from Eqs. (33){(35). Sine the  and Z are their own antipartiles, eahvertex in (29){(30) aquires a symmetry fator of 1=2. To obtain the orret vauumpolarizations, one makes the replaement MW 7! MZ in Eqs. (33){(35) for the Z, andMW 7! 0 for the photon.Assembling these terms and arrying out the � integrals, it follows that the vauumpolarization for eah speies of boson satis�es�AA(k2) = �28�2 �B02�B Z 10 dx �2k2 + 2M2A4 ��2 + �22 �2�2 + �2 � �2 ln�1 + �2�2��+ (xk2 + M2A)2 ��12 �2�2 + �2 + 12 ln�1 + �2�2��� 
2 (k2 + �M2A) ��22 � M2�2 ln�1 + �2M2���� (37)4.2. E�etive Lagrangians for the vauum polarizationEq. (37) is a ompliated expression from whih it is diÆult to extrat the importantqualitative features of the oblique orretions. To do better, one an analyze �AA(k2) interms of an e�etive Lagrangian whih would give rise to the same vauum polarization.y Power-law divergenes in �, if they exist, are likely to violate gauge invariant although logarithmidivergenes should be physially meaningful. Also, loop alulations in unitarity gauge are knownto overestimate power law divergenes in ertain irumstanes. These issues were addressed inRefs. [27, 28℄. In the present ase it will turn out that we require only the logarithmi terms. Ifany power-law divergenes were present, however, then it would not be possible to interpret the resultas a quantitative predition. Instead|provided suh powers were ompatible with na��ve dimensionalanalysis (whih exludes the possibility of overestimation) and the gauge symmetries of the model|theorret interpretation would be that the alulation under disussion was sensitive to the details of UVphysis.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 17A. Low energy, massive vetor bosons. Consider �rst the limit jq2j � M2W . Foreah speies of massive vetor boson A one an make the expansions�2�2 + �2 = 1�2 + 1�2 1Xn=1(�1)n �x(1� x)�2 k2�2�n (38)andln�1 + �2�2� = ln �2�2 � 1 + 1Xm=1 1Xn=1 (�1)m(n+1)+1m�2m � x(1� x)k2(1� x)M2A + xM2� �mn (39)where we have de�ned �2 by the rule�2 � 1 + (1� x)M2A�2 + xM2��2 : (40)In partiular, �2 � 1 whenever the sale of the uto�, �, is muh larger than theeletroweak sale MEW � MA. Eq. (38) is an expansion in powers of k2=�2. In ane�etive �eld theory, these ontributions would ome from a tower of non-renormalizableoperators suppressed by the uto� sale, although one should remember that wheneverthese operators beome important the bridge orretions disussed in Appendix Bwill also make a signi�ant ontribution. On the other hand, Eq. (39) amountsto an expansion in powers of k2=M2A.z These ontributions would ome from non-renormalizable operators suppressed only by the eletroweak sale. As we inreasethe momentum whih is transferred through the gauge boson propagator from zero,we expet to see orretions enter at the sale jk2j � M2A, followed by another set oforretions at the uto�.Colleting these expressions one �nds an expansion for �AA(k2), whih yields�AA(k2) = g2M2 �M2A�0 + �2k2 + �4k4 +O� k2M2EW�� ; (jk2j �M2EW) (41)where g is an e�etive dimensionless oupling onstant de�ned byg2 � 18�2 �B02�B ; (42)the mass sale M is M � ��1, as before, and the oeÆients �i, for i 2 f0; 2; 4g, satisfy�0 � �24 �22 � 
�� + 2M2A16 �6 ln �2M2A � 1 + O� M2�M2EW�� ; (43)�2 � �24 (1� 
) + M2A144 �6[(12� )� 6℄ ln �2M2A + (36� 5)� 18 + O� M2�M2EW�� ; (44)�4 � 112 ln �2M2A + 572 + O� M2�M2EW�: (45)z The series expansion in Eq. (39) an be integrated term-by-term in x, produing an expansion inpowers of k2=M2A with oeÆients whih involve hypergeometri funtions ofM2�=M2A. When expandedin powers of this ratio it is possible that logarithms ofM2�=M2A are generated, although suppressed by apositive power ofM2�=M2A. It follows that the sale at whih this tower of non-renormalizable operatorsbeomes signi�ant genuinely is around the eletroweak sale, jk2j �M2A.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 18We ould equally well have obtained this vauum polarization if we had started froman ation of the formS = 12 Z d4x h�1� g2M2�2�'�2'�M2A�1� g2M2�0�'2 � g2M2�4'�4'+ orretions at M2EWi; (46)and alulated only to tree level, where ' represents any polarization of the vetor bosonof speies A, and the orretions atM2EW take the form of a tower of non-renormalizableterms suppressed by powers ofMEW. Note the unsuppressed non-renormalizable term ofthe form '�4', whih is symptomati of the fat that our starting Lagrangian, Eq. (2),did not desribe a renormalizable quantum �eld theory.A good deal of information an be obtained from inspetion of the e�etiveation (46). The relevant operators are the kineti term '�2' and the mass term '2,whih both reeive orretions quadrati in the uto� �. The mass is prevented fromreeiving orretions whih sale faster than � beause gauge invariane is restored whenMA ! 0, and in this limit the mass must not reeive quantum orretions so that theWard identity is preserved. Indeed, it follows from Eq. (41) that the T parameter anbe written �T = g2M2 (�0;Z � �0;W ) ; (47)and therefore that all quadrati divergenes anel in this quantity. It is lear fromEq. (46) that this anellation is a diret onsequene of the restoration of gaugeinvariane in the limit MZ ;MW ! 0.B. Low energy, massless vetor bosons. A similar proedure an be applied to�nd an e�etive Lagrangian for the photon self-energy in the low-energy limit. Thevauum polarization is obtained from Eq. (37) after the replaement MW 7! 0, afterwhih the expansions (38){(39) ontinue to apply, with �2 substituted by the alternativeombination � 2, whih satis�es� 2 � 1 + xM2��2 : (48)However, the roles of these non-renormalizable operators are subtly hanged. Eq. (38)an still be interpreted as a tower of orretions at the uto� (whih we again autionwill be aompanied by signi�ant bridge ontributions), but Eq. (39) now representsorretions at the sale of the dark energy mass, jk2j � M2�. If we disard theseorretions, it follows that the e�etive Lagrangian we obtain will be valid only in thelimit jk2j �M2�. Fortunately, for �niteM� this is suÆient for the purpose of obtainingthe oblique parameter S.In this limit, one �nds�(k2) = g2M2 �Æ2k2 + Æ4k4 +O� k2M2��� ; (jk2j �M2�) (49)



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 19where the oeÆients Æ2 and Æ4 satisfyÆ2 � �24 (1� 
) + O(M2�); (50)Æ4 � �16 + O�M2��2 �: (51)Within its range of validity, this expansion an be interpreted in terms of the e�etiveLagrangian (46). In partiular, note that (as expeted), no mass term is generatedowing to gauge invariane.C. Energies near the resonane, massive vetor bosons. To obtain S, werequire information about �AA(k2) in the region where it approahes the resonaneat k2 = �M2A. This an be studied by setting k2 = �M2A+q2, and making an expansionin powers of q2=M2A. When expanded in this way, it is less straightforward to interpret�(k2) as an e�etive Lagrangian. However, some of our understanding onerning themeaning of eah term an be arried over.Eqs. (38){(39), giving expansions in terms of non-renormalizable operators,ontinue to apply with the replaement �2 7! �̂2, where for eah speies A of massivevetor boson we have de�ned�̂2 � 1 + (1� x)2M2A�2 + xM2��2 : (52)We �nd�AA(k2) = g2M2 �M2A�̂0 + �̂2q2 + �̂4q2 +O� q2M2EW�� ; (jk2j �M2A) (53)where the oeÆients �̂i, for i 2 f0; 2; 4g, satisfy�̂0 � �24 �22 � 
(�� 1)� 1�+ M2A36 �3[(5 � 6) + 4℄ ln �2M2A + 4[(4 � 9) + 5℄ + O� M2�M2EW�� ; (54)�̂2 � �24 (1� 
) + M2A72 �3[(11 � 16) + 4℄ ln �2M2A + (67 � 128) + 59 + O� M2�M2EW�� ;(55)�̂4 � 112 ln �2M2A + 1136 + O� M2�M2EW�: (56)It is now possible to give expressions for the remaining oblique parameters S, Vand W in terms of these e�etive quantities�S4s2W2W = g2M2 (�0;Z � �̂0;Z � Æ2) ; (57)�V = g2M2 (�̂2;Z + �̂0;Z � �0;Z) ; (58)�W = g2M2 (�̂2;Z + �̂0;W � �0;W ) ; (59)



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 20where we have dropped ontributions from the non-renormalizable operator '�4' sinethese never lead to quadrati divergenes. It is now lear from inspetion of Eqs. (57){(59) together with Eqs. (43){(45), (50){(51) and (55){(56) that all quadrati divergenesanel in S, T , U V and W .5. Disussion5.1. When are quantum orretions sreened?This anellation is not an aident, but is partly a onsequene of gauge invariane andpartly depends on the struture of gauge boson{lepton ouplings within the StandardModel.The available phase spae whih sets the size of the loop orretion is determinedby the ouplings fB;BHg and the mass of the boson, whih is an infra-red e�et. Mostof the phase spae volume will be onentrated near the ultra-violet region, in spherialshells of large Eulidean four-momentum. Coupling to these shells orresponds to aproess where a propagating intermediate vetor boson radiates into a hard hameleonand boson pair. From the point of view of this pair, the original vetor boson behavesas if it were massless, and the e�et of mass splittings between W�, Z and  beomesirrelevant. Therefore, beause gauge invariane requires that W�, Z and  ouple tothe dark energy in the same way at zero mass, we expet no di�erene in the mannerin whih any of these gauge bosons radiate into momentum shells at Eulidean four-momenta whih are large ompared with MZ .Assuming our hoie of input parameters, this is suÆient to sreen all O(1) e�etsin ontat interations of a single eletroweak gauge boson with exatly two fermions|whih is the only type of interation whih ours in the eletroweak setor, exludinginterations with the Higgs. The input parameters were hosen to be the Z mass,MZ , together with the �ne struture onstant, �, and the Fermi onstant, GF , whihmeasure the strength of the eletromagneti and harged-urrent interations at zeromomentum, respetively. Operationally, both � and GF measure a ombination of somedimensionless oupling onstants and a propagator at zero momentum: for � this is thephoton propagator, whereas GF measures the W propagator. The oblique orretionsan be of two kinds. Firstly, for proesses involving a Z partile, the strength of theneutral-urrent oupling is not measured by GF but an be obtained from it by a shiftmeasured at zero momentum. This is the purpose of the T parameter. Seondly, awavefuntion renormalization of gauge boson lines may be neessary, whih depends onproperties of the propagator near Eulidean momentum of order MZ . The di�erenebetween the wavefuntion renormalization of the Z andW propagators evaluated at zeromomentum and at momenta near MZ is measured by V and W , respetively. Finally,S ompares the zero-momentum Z and  propagators and therefore plays the same rolefor the photon as T does for the Z, while U measures the di�erene between the W�and Z propagators at zero momentum.
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Figure 4. Current ollider onstraints on the oupling sales M and MH ,assoiated with dark energy interations with the eletroweak gauge and Higgs setors,respetively. The interior light green region is ompatible with urrent preisioneletroweak data at 1�, and extends inde�nitely to large M and MH . Also shownis the 2� region in darker green.All these shifts depend on a omparison of the phase spae available to two di�erentgauge bosons, or between the same gauge boson at di�erent momenta. As we haveseen, gauge invariane guarantees that the phase spae available to all gauge bosonsis the same at large Eulidean four-momentum, so di�erenes an only arise from theinterior shells of momentum spae where the mass splitting between the eletroweakgauge bosons an no longer be negleted. Di�erenes in this region an not lead to O(1)e�ets if the mass sales fM ,MHg assoiated with dark energy are muh larger than theeletroweak sale. It follows that large e�ets from radiative orretions are sreened.However, this depends essentially on the fat that p� and pGF inlude one gaugeboson line, and all other proesses subsequently involve verties whih also inlude onlya single ingoing or outgoing gauge boson.The alulation of the oblique orretions in the previous setions was done only toone loop. In priniple loop orretions of any order ould ontribute O(1) orretionsbut we expet that the sreening of oblique salar �eld orretions to the gauge bosonpropagators ours at all orders.For a dark energy speies whih selets its mass via a hameleon mehanism wedepit the urrent ollider onstraints on the mass sales M , MH in Fig. 4. These anloosely be summarized as M , MH & 1 TeV, whih is stronger than the onstraint whih
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Figure 5. Current onstraints on the mass, M�, of a dark energy partile whoseinteration with ordinary matter is haraterized by a sale M & MEW. The interiorlight green region is ompatible with present data at 1�, whereas the 2� region isshown in darker green. Compare with Fig. 8 of Ref. [42℄.follows from the deay width of the Z into visible partiles. Clearly, neither onstraintis ompetitive with present bounds from optial or axion-searh observations [12, 43℄. InFig. 5 we show the same onstraints as a funtion of the dark energy mass, M�, and itsinteration sale M , without assuming that M� is determined by some hameleon-typemehanism.5.2. Future prospetsAny future linear ollider will measure eletroweak preision observables with remarkableauray [44℄, but if weak ouplings imply it annot produe dark energy partilesdiretly then the most important disovery mode will ome from sensitivity to radiativeorretions at high energy. For any eletroweak proesses sensitive to the diverging phasespae of dark energy states at large Eulidean four-momentum, the disovery reah of theILC would not be limited by the smallness of the oupling unless new physis operatingat lower energies ould quenh the ontribution of dark energy loops. An example ofsuh new physis ould be the appearane of a hameleon superpartner at some energyMSUSY, ifMSUSY �M , whereM is the harateristi mass sale with whih dark energyouples to the gauge setor. On the other hand, if dark energy radiative orretions aresreened, then ontributions to eletroweak preision observables fall with the mass
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�ss�sdFigure 6. Penguin diagram ontribution to the deay B0 ! K0�.sale of the oupling like (MEW=M)2 lnM2=M2EW. The most stringent onstraint on Murrently derives from the polarization of light from astrophysial soures, whih wasstudied in Refs. [15, 45℄ and leads to the lower limit M & 109 GeV. It is unlikely thatsuh small orretions ould ever be observed at the ILC.Sine detetion of eletroweakly interating dark energy at e+e� olliders will behallenging, it is natural to onsider what an be ahieved at hadron{hadron olliderssuh as the LHC or the Tevatron. AlthoughW�s and Zs are produed by suh olliders,the problem of bakgrounds and the diÆulty of kinematial reonstrution of the �nalstate at a hadron ollider mean that onstraints from pure eletroweak proesses arelikely to be inferior to those from a future linear ollider. However, hadron olliders aresensitive to other hannels in whih new physis an appear. One partiularly interestingwindow on new physis may be provided by rare deays of B mesons, whih are boundstates of a bottom quark b with some other quark q in the ombinations b�q or �bq. Suhmesons an deay via avour-hanging neutral urrents whih are forbidden at tree-level,but give rise to deays suh as B0 ! K0� (where B0 is the neutral B meson omposedof an anti-bottom/down pair �bd) when loop diagrams suh as the so-alled \penguin" ofFig. 6 are inluded. Rare proesses of this type give a omparatively lean signal of newphysis. Unfortunately, it does not appear likely that onformally oupled dark energy ofthe kind studied in this paper ould manifest itself in this way. At large Eulidean four-momentum, where the internal W� line in Fig. 6 ould be expeted to reeive sizeabledark energy modi�ations, the quarks to whih it ouples are e�etively massless andthe loop is avour-independent. When summed over all quarks whih an irulate inthe loop, the unitarity of the Cabbibo{Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix implies that thisdominant avour-independent ontribution su�ers an exat anellation: this is the so-alled Glashow{Iliopoulos{Maiani mehanism. We an estimate that this mehanismallows any dark energy ontribution, oupling at a sale M , to ontribute at most atrelative order m2t=M2, where mt � 175 GeV is the top mass.Is there any way to avoid the sreening of large radiative orretions? This anonly be done if at least one oupling onstant measured in a low-energy interation anappear in a di�erent ontext in some other proess. Remarkably, the Standard Modeldoes allow for this possibility. If we assume a minimal Higgs setor, there are three-and four-body interations of the massive eletroweak gauge bosons with physial Higgs



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 24quanta whih are desribed by the ationS = � Z d4x �21=4pGFH +GF H2p2��2M2WW+aW�a +M2ZZaZa� ; (60)where H is the physial Higgs �eld. This must itself be subjet to oblique orretionswhih only involve the oupling BH . There is no reason to expet that the shiftsneessary to bring GF and the H and gauge boson lines to �nite momenta will beindependent of the ultra-violet region of momentum spae. However, these large e�etsare undetetable until the interation of the Higgs with at least one of the massivegauge bosons beomes aessible to experiment. Even when this is possible, the detailswill depend sensitively on the mehanism of eletroweak symmetry breaking hosen byNature. For this reason we defer investigation of suh proesses, although we note thatin the ase of a minimal SU(2) doublet it is possible to verify that one ould perhapsexpet an O(1) modi�ation of the Higgs prodution rate via weak boson fusion at theLHC.The insensitivity of eletroweak ollider experiments to weakly oupled dark energyis frustrating given the inability of osmologial observations to plae bounds on thisregion of parameter spae. Although the searh for astrophysial onstraints has beenfruitful [10, 15℄, it is diÆult to imagine any astrophysial proesses whih would besensitive to energy densities of order (1012GeV)4 or above whih were attained onlyduring the very early universe. For example, one might have imagined that smallperturbations imprinted in the dark energy salar during an epoh of primordial inationwould lead to interesting e�ets in the late universe. Unfortunately, it appears thatdark energy salars of hameleon-type generially roll rapidly to their potential minimaduring the �rst few e-folds of ination, where they remain for the duration of theaelerating era [5℄. In the minimum, the dark energy �eld is heavy and is not exitedby the inationary expansion. For this reason, it does not funtion as an isourvature�eld and annot soure evolution of the urvature perturbation, whih might have ledto interesting onstraints from the spetral index or non-gaussianity. Moreover, theurvature perturbation is sreened from possible non-perturbative e�ets beause thehameleon vauum expetation value is �xed [46℄. On the other hand, if the hameleonvev shifted appreiably after ination, it ould potentially amplify the steep bluespetrum of perturbations imprinted on the U(1) hyperharge �eld. If this ampli�ationwere too dramati, it would lead to an unaeptable ollapse of hyperharge utuationsinto primordial blak holes at the end of ination, in onit with observation [47℄.However, in pratie the hameleon vev does not hange suÆiently for this to providean interesting onstraint.6. ConlusionsIn this paper, we have studied the prospets for ollider physis to detet a salar darkenergy speies whih ouples onformally to Standard Model states whih are hargedunder the eletroweak gauge group SU(2) � U(1). This is partiularly interesting for



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 25proposals inorporating a hameleon-type mehanism, in whih the dark energy �eldmay evade stringent bounds on the presene of light salar bosons by dynamiallyadjusting its mass to be large in regions of high average density. Any suh theory ofdark energy must ertainly ouple to the Standard Model, although it is not mandatorythat the dark energy salar ouples to eletroweak states. However, if suh ouplingsare present, then in view of the theoretial and experimental leanliness of eletroweakphysis in omparison with hadron proesses, one might expet that they would providethe most promising means of detetion.In the minimal Standard Model with Higgs setor onsisting of only a single SU(2)doublet, this expetation is wrong. Although oupling to a dark energy salar inpriniple allows for frational shifts of O(1) in preision eletroweak observables, wehave shown that in pratie suh large orretions are \sreened," in diret analogywith the sreening theorem whih prevents similar orretions from heavy Higgs states.Sreening ours beause a majority of the dark energy orretions are absorbed inthe input parameters f�;GF ;MZg, with only small splittings between the remainingobservables whih arise from the infra-red region of momentum spae. The strutureof the Standard Model also plays an important role, sine all relevant verties involvepreisely two fermions and a single gauge boson. On the other hand, if it is possible toobserve Higgs proesses at the LHC then we would expet O(1) orretions to the Higgsprodution ross-setion via weak-boson fusion.Although we have arried our expliit alulations only to one loop, we expet thatsreening of oblique orretions persists to all orders, any of whih ould ontribute O(1)e�ets as a matter of priniple. This is important in establishing the onsisteny of darkenergy theories with existing ollider experiments, but also implies that the dark energydisovery potential of future e+e� olliders suh as the proposed International LinearCollider may be omparatively limited, unless the Higgs an be deteted.One might also attempt to probe dark energy ouplings via hadron proesses, forwhih a promising observable might be the so-alled avour-hanging neutral urrentwhih mediate rare deays of B mesons. Unfortunately, for suh reations the unitarityof the Cabbibo{Kobayashi{Maskawa matrix plays a role similar to that of gaugeinvariane in quenhing the ontribution from shells of phase spae at large Eulideanfour-momentum, where a signi�ant e�et ould be expeted. Other non-eletroweake�ets suh as bremsstrahlung also o�er an apparently limited disovery potential.AknowledgmentsIt is a pleasure to thank Ben Allanah, Je� Murugan and Malolm Perry for helpfuldisussions. CB is supported by the German Siene Foundation (DFG) under theCollaborative Researh Centre (SFB) 676. ACD and DS are supported by STFC. AWis supported by the Cambridge Centre for Theoretial Cosmology.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 26Appendix A. Dark energy orretions to the Z widthIn this Appendix we disuss the possibility of enhanements to the observed deay widthof the neutral Z boson. Suh enhanements arise via the proess Z ! �Z� ! � � through whih a propagating Z emits a dark energy partile � and passes o�-shell.Eventually the o�-shell Z deays to a fermion{antifermion pair Z� !  � , but if theweakly-interating � esapes the detetor unseen then this reation is indistinguishablefrom the diret deay Z !  � .Appendix A.1. Diret deayLet us �rst reapitulate the textbook alulation of diret deay [48℄. This will allowus to express the enhanement from dark energy emission as a fration of the pureStandard Model rate. We suppose that a Z partile deays into a fermion speies whosequanta are reated and destroyed by operators assoiated with the Dira �elds  and� , aording to an interation Lagrangian of the formZ d4x � aZa(gLL + gRR) (A.1)where the a are matries obeying the Dira algebra fa; bg = 2�ab, gL and gR arearbitrary left- (respetively, right-) handed ouplings, and L and R are projetions ontothe left- (respetively, right-) hirality halves of a spinor in Dira's representation,L � 1 + 52 and R � 1� 52 : (A.2)We use 5 � �i0123, whih has unit square 25 = 1 and ommutes with all other-matries. The projetion operators L and R obey L2 = L and R2 = R, together withthe orthogonality relation LR = RL = 0. We will also use the parity transformationoperator � = i0, obeying �2 = 1, in terms of whih �(a)y� = �a and �5� = �5.Unpolarized deay proeeds aording to the diagram of Fig. 1(a). To obtain theoverall rate, one averages over the three polarizations of a massive spin-1 partile andsums over the two spin states of eah outgoing fermion. The di�erential deay rate perunit volume of phase spae, dv, available to the �nal state  � pair orresponds tod�dv = 2�Æ(X k) Xoutgoingspins 13 Xingoingpolarizations jM � j2 (A.3)where P k shematially denotes the sum of all ingoing momenta minus all outgoingmomenta. The Feynman amplitude M � depends on the polarization of the initial Z,labelled s, and its 3-momentum p, together with the spins of the �nal-state fermions,labelled �1;2, and their 3-momenta t1;2. It is de�ned by[M � ℄s;�1�2 � � 1(2�)3=2 [�u�1(t1)a(gLL + gRR)v�2(t2)℄ esa(p)p2EZ : (A.4)



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 27After performing the spin and polarization sums, yielding a trae over Dira indies,this orresponds to a di�erential deay rate whih an be writtend� = (2�)4Æ(p� t1 � t2) d3t1(2�)32E1 d3t2(2�)32E2 16EZ� �12gLgRM2 + (g2L + g2R)�4(p � t1)(p � t2)M2Z � 2t1 � t2�� (A.5)where t1;2 = (E1;2; t1;2) and p = (EZ ;p) are 4-momenta orresponding to the out- andin-going partiles, respetively, and an in�x dot `�' denotes ontration in the Minkowskimetri. All external partiles are taken to be on-shell, with 4-momentum onservationenfored by Æ(p� t1 � t2), and the outgoing fermions eah have mass M .Conservation of 3-momentum is suÆient to determine one of the outgoingmomenta. Moreover, performing the alulation in the Z rest frame, symmetry requiresthat the outgoing fermions have equal energies E1;2 = MZ=2. In onsequene, weonlude that the total rate of emission into a solid angle d
 an be writtend�d
 = MZ96�2s1� 4M2 M2Z �6gLgRM2 M2Z + (g2L + g2R)�1� M2 M2Z�� : (A.6)Appendix A.2. Deay aompanied by dark energy emissionNow we return to the more ompliated proess where the deaying Z is �rst pushedo�-shell via emission of a single � partile and subsequently deays into the observedfermion pair. This orresponds to the proess of Fig. 1(b). The ZZ� interation vertexis determined by (29), modi�ed as disussed below Eq. (36) to obtain the oupling tothe Z boson.As above we label the deaying Z with momentum p and energy EZ , and theoutgoing fermions with momenta t1;2 and energies E1;2. The outgoing � partile istaken to have momentum q and energy E�. The total deay rate per unit of phasespae available to the partiles in the �nal state is given by a formula equivalent toEq. (A.3), with the Feynman amplitude M � replaed by a more ompliated quantityM� � whih satis�es[M� � ℄s;�1�2 � � 1(2�)3 �B0M�1r2 +M2Z ��ab(�p � r � M2Z) + pbra���b + rbrM2Z �� [�u(t1)Gv(t2)℄ esa(p)p2EZ 1p2E� : (A.7)In order to avoid onfusion with the parity inversion operator � � i0 we have hosen thehameleon oupling sale asM , whih elsewhere in this paper has been been synonymouswith the oupling � = M�1. The o�-shell interior Z arries 4-momentum r = p � q,and G is the `oupling matrix,'G�� � [gLL+ gRR℄�� ; (A.8)



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 28where f�; �; : : :g label spinor indies. Summing over �nal-state spins and averaging overall three initial-state polarizations, we �ndd� = (2�)4Æ(p� q � t1 � t2) �B02M�2(r2 +M2Z)2 d3q(2�)32E� d3t1(2�)32E1 d3t2(2�)32E2 16EZM0� � ; (A.9)where M0� � satis�esM0� � � P aP df ��ad + papdM2Z � tr�G(�1)(i=t2 +M )�(G)y(f )y�(�i=t1 +M )	 :(A.10)We are adopting the usual Feynman onvention in whih =Z � aZa for any 4-vetor Z;and P a is de�ned byP a � ��ab(�p � r � M2Z) + pbra	��b + rbrM2Z � : (A.11)The trae over Dira indies an be evaluated by standard methods. It yieldstrae = �f �4gLgRM2 � 2(g2L + g2R)t1 � t2	+ 2(g2L + g2R)(t2tf1 + tf2t1); (A.12)plus a term antisymmetri under the exhange  $ f , whih we omit beause itdisappears after insertion in Eq. (A.10). This trae depends only on the �nal Z � vertex and is ommon between the diret and aompanied deays. Nevertheless, it willnot anel in a ratio between the two, beause it depends non-trivially on the Lorentzindex struture by whih it ouples to the rest of the diagram. This struture reeivessigni�ant modi�ations when the Z deay is aompanied by dark energy emission.To proeed, we must ontrat Lorentz indies. We �nd��ad + papdM2Z �P aP df = ppf(r2 + 2M2Z) + �f(p � r + M2Z)2+ rrf�� � p � rM2Z ��1 + r2M2Z� (p � r + M2Z)+ 1M2Z (p � r + M2Z)2 + �p � rM2Z �2 (r2 + 2M)Z2)�+ (rpf + prf) �p � rM2Z (r2 + 2M2Z)� �1 + r2M2Z� (p � r + M2Z)� (A.13)This an be ontrated with Eq. (A.12) for the Dira trae, yielding a �nal expressionfor M0� � . For onveniene of expression, let us write M0� � = A+ B. We �ndA4M2 gLgR � 2(g2L + g2R)t1 � t2 � �M2Z(r2 + 2M2Z) + 4(p � r + M2Z)2+ r2�� � p � rM2Z ��1 + r2M2Z� (p � r + M2Z)+ (p � r + M2Z)2M2Z + �p � rM2Z �2 (r2 + 2M2Z)�+ 2(p � r) �p � rM2Z (r2 + 2M2Z)� �1 + r2M2Z� (p � r + M2Z)� (A.14)



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 29and B2(g2L + g2R) � 2(p � t1)(p � t2)(r2 + 2M2Z) + 2(t1 � t2)(p � r + M2Z)2+ 2(r � t1)(r � t2)�� � p � rM2Z ��1 + r2M2Z� (p � r + M2Z)+ (p � r + M2Z)2M2Z + �p � rM2Z �2 (r2 + 2M2Z)�+ 2[(p � t1)(r � t2) + (p � t2)(r � t1)℄� �p � rM2Z (r2 + 2M2Z)� �1 + r2M2Z� (p � r + M2Z)� (A.15)Kinematis. As before, 3-momentum onservation is suÆient to determine themomentum of one outgoing partile, whih we hoose to be t2 without loss of generality.Energy onservation determines one further salar oordinate on phase spae, whih wehoose to be E1. The undetermined part of the 3-body phase spae is parametrized bythe outgoing dark energy momentum q and a pair of polar and azimuthal angles (�; �)whih speify the orientation of t1 relative to q.Let us obtain E1 as a funtion of the unonstrained parameters. We work in theZ rest frame. Energy onservation requires E� + E1 + E2 = MZ , and 3-momentumonservation �xes t2 = �t1 � q. Therefore we onlude that E1 must solve the impliitequation E22 = E21 + E2� �M2� + 2qE2� �M2�qE21 �M2 os �: (A.16)To obtain an expliit equation, Eq. (A.16) an be squared and the resulting relationsimpli�ed. However, in doing so we introdue an extra solution for whih Eq. (A.16)holds only after the exhange os � 7! � os �. The solution is spurious and shouldbe eliminated. In pratie we will �nd that the two possible solutions exhange rolesat � = �=2, but that the mathing is smooth. Following this proedure, the possiblesolutions must solve the quadrati equationE21 �4 os2 �(E2� �M2�)� 4(MZ � E�)2�+ 4E1(MZ � E�)(M2Z +M2� � 2MZE�)= (M2Z +M2� � 2MZE�)2 + 4M2 os2 �(E2� �M2�): (A.17)This an be ahieved by substituting the orret solution of Eq. (A.17) in Eqs. (A.9){(A.10). However, one must also aount for a Jaobian fator assoiated withtransformation of the Æ-funtion enforing energy onservation. To obtain this, de�neE � EZ � E� � E1 � E2(E�; E1; �); (A.18)in terms of whih energy onservation requires Æ(E). We an now use a hange ofvariables to �ndÆ(E) = Æ[E1 � E1(E�; �)℄j�E=�E1j ; (A.19)



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 30where E1(E�; �) is a solution of Eq. (A.17). The Jaobian �E=�E1 an be determinedusing Eq. (A.16), yielding���� �E�E1 ���� = �����1 + E11 + (E2� �M2�)1=2(E21 �M2 )�1=2 os �E2 ����� ; (A.20)where E2 is to be determined by Eq. (A.16). In sum, the total unpolarized deay ratenow satis�es d�d
1 = �B02M�2192�2(2�)3qE21 �M2 (r2 +M2Z)2 d3qE�E2MZ ���� �E�E1 �����1M0� � ; (A.21)where d
1 is the element of solid angle assoiated with t1.To proeed it is onvenient to introdue dimensionless small quantities x and y,given in Eqs. (4){(5), whih determine M� and M in terms of MZ ,M = pxMZ and M� = pyMZ : (A.22)Also, we an agree to measure energies in units of MZ , introduing quantities Ê� andÊ1;2 whih satisfy Eq. (6). Likewise, vetors suh as r and q an be resaled aording toEq. (7), giving dimensionless vetors r̂ and q̂. In terms of these dimensionless quantities,Eq. (A.6) giving the rate of diret deay readsd�(Z !  � )d
 = MZ96�2M � ; (A.23)where M � satis�es Eq. (11) with the fermion speies f taken to be  . The Jaobianj�E=�E1j satis�es Eq. (10), and we will denote it J in what follows. Moreover,M0� � hasmass dimension [M6℄, so we an introdue an unprimed quantity M� � whih dependsonly on x, y, the hatted vetors and other dimensionless quantities, and is de�ned byM0� � �M6ZM� � : (A.24)After these replaements, the rate of unpolarized deay aompanied by dark energyemission satis�esd�(Z ! � � )d
1 = �B02M�2192�2(2�)3M3Z dÊ� d
� qÊ21 � x2qÊ2� � y2J(1� Ê� � Ê1)(1 + r̂2)2M� � : (A.25)Taking the ratio of Eqs. (A.25) and (A.23) we �nally obtain our advertised relation,Eq. (3), whih desribes the enhanement due to dark energy emission as a fration ofthe bare Standard Model rate. As in Eq. (12), it is onvenient to aggregate that partof the enhanement in Eq. (A.25) whih is independent of the hameleon oupling Minto a dimensionless integral I� � . This will depend on the mass and ouplings of thefermion speies  , together with the mass of the dark energy salar �. In partiular,I� � (M ;M�; gL; gR) � Z dÊ� d
� qÊ21 � x2qÊ2� � y2J(1� Ê� � Ê1)(1 + r̂2)2M� � M � : (A.26)We give representative values for I� � in Table A1.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 31fermion speies massless neutrino 10�3 eV neutrino 511 keV eletron 5 GeV eletron 40 GeV eletronI� � 0:22 0:22 0:22 0:21 0:007Table A1. Enhanement fators for Z deay aompanied by dark energy emission,to be interpreted in onjuntion with Eqs. (12) and (A.26). As the fermion massinreases, the phase spae available to any deay produts diminishes until it isforbidden altogether at the kinemati threshold M = MZ=2. The enhanement formassless or light partiles is very nearly independent of their identity.Appendix B. Bridges and daisies: dark-energy orretions to all ordersEven in the e�etive �eld theory interpretation, where loops whih are purely internalto the dark energy setor are ignored, Eq. (2)|together with the assumption that allmatter �elds ouple onformally|entails a great many possible orretions to StandardModel proesses. In this Appendix, we argue that to an aeptable approximation amajority of these orretions are subdominant; in this approximation, the leading darkenergy e�et omes from the one-loop oblique orretion. This assumption played anessential role in determining the dark energy orretions in x3.A useful example to keep in mind is the ase of the graviton, whih also ouplesonformally to matter (and indeed all Standard Model states) with a universal ouplingfuntion, pdet(�ab + hab), where �ab is the bakground metri and hab is the spin-2graviton �eld. This non-linear oupling leads to a network of gravitational bridges,daisies and oblique orretions, quite analogous to Fig. 2, whih also dress StandardModel proesses. In the ase of gravitons these have very little impat on reationstaking plae at ollider energies; in omparison, the struture of the dark energyinterations in Eq. (2) allow a small number of diagrams to make an O(1) ontribution.Nevertheless, many similarities exist between graviton and dark energy phenomenology.Together with the simple daisy and bridge lasses introdued in Fig. 2, one anontemplate more ompliated orretions. Bridges an be hained together in arbitraryombinations, as shown in Fig. B1(a), or the omponent lines within a given bridge anthemselves be joined together by other partiles, as in Fig. B1(b). Alternatively, bridgesan be nested within eah other to reate rainbows|see Fig. B1(). In priniple, ahierarhy of resummations (somewhat similar to the Balitsky hierarhy in QCD) isneessary to aommodate all these types of ativity.Appendix B.1. Daisy diagramsLet us �rst onsider the e�et of daisies whih dress bare Standard Model verties.These are always momentum-independent and merely onstitute a renormalization ofwhihever oupling onstant sets the strength of the interation at the vertex. For thisreason they are relatively straightforward to deal with, and in the simplest situation weshall be able to resum their e�et to all orders. If the daisies vary between di�erentspeies of fermion, then the result would be an apparent speies-dependent Fermi
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(a) (b)

()Figure B1. More ompliated bridge-lass diagrams. In addition to the simple bridgeshown in Fig. 2(), one an use high-order verties between two gauge bosons and anarbitrary number of dark energy quanta to \hain" any number of bridges together, asshown in (a). In (b), the omponent lines of a partiular bridge are themselves joinedtogether by virtual quanta of other speies. (These ould inlude dark energy partiles,beause the loops formed by suh \joined bridges" would not already be inluded inthe e�etive dark energy setor.) In (), bridge diagrams are nested within eah otherto form so-alled rainbow diagrams.onstant, GF . To prevent this ourring the fermion oupling funtion must be universal,whih will be the ase for onformal ouplings. In what follows, we assume this to bethe ase.Consider Eq. (2) and expand the oupling funtions B(x) and BH(x) aording toB(��) � 1Xn=0 1n! �Bn�n(Æ�)n (B.1)BH(��) � 1Xn=0 1n! �BH;n�nH(Æ�)n; (B.2)where � = ��+ Æ�, given that �� is the expetation value of the dark energy salar in thevauum, and �Bn ( �BH;n) are the Taylor oeÆients of B (BH) evaluated in this vauum.We assume that �B0 = �BH;0 = 1 and introdue a quantity n, de�ned byn � �BH;n�nH�Bn�n : (B.3)In terms of �Bn and n, the nth order interation vertex takes the formSn = Z d4k1(2�)4 d4k2(2�)4 d4p1(2�)4 � � � d4pn(2�)4 (2�)4Æ(k1 + k2 +Xj pj)�Bn�nn! W+a (k1)W�b (k2)Æ�(p1) � � � Æ�(pn)[�ab(k1 � k2 � nM2W )� kb1ka2 ℄: (B.4)As an example, we will ompute the simplest lass of daisies whih ontribute to theinterior of theW� propagator. The alulation of daisies whih dress verties with otherspeies of fermion|or for the other gauge bosons|proeeds analogously. One �nds that



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 33the vauum polarization with momentum transfer q, whih arises from the daisy with npetals, an be written�nab � � �B2n�2n (n� 1)!!(2n)! �Z 2�2�3 d�(2�)4 1�2 +M2��n [�ab(q2 + nM2W )� qaqb℄; (B.5)where (n� 1)!! � (n� 1)(n� 3) � � �1 is the so-alled \double fatorial." In the speialase of an exponential oupling, where �Bn = 1 for all n, and assuming that n an bereplaed by a onstant , then it follows that all orders of daisies an be resummed togive�ab � �[�ab(q2 + M2W )� qaqb℄�� 1 + F� �1=4; 3=4 ���(��)4215�4 �1� M2��2 ln �2M2� �2 �+ (��)232�2 �1� M2��2 ln �2M2��F� 13=4; 5=4; 3=2 ���(��)4215�4 �1� M2��2 ln �2M2� �2 ��(B.6)where F (a; bjz) is the generalized hypergeometri funtion. For � . ��1 and M� � �this resummation is dominated by its one-loop term. There will be extra terms inaddition to Eq. (B.6) whih arise from interferene between daisy diagrams and bridgediagrams (to be disussed in the next setion). Although these may hange the detailsof some numerial oeÆients, they will not alter the momentum-independent haraterof the orretions.Eqs. (B.5){(B.6) exhibit the general features whih will reur in all diagrams weonsider in this Appendix. A diagram with n dark energy lines an ontribute at leadingorder in powers of ��, with this ontribution oming from a region of phase spae whereall dark energy lines are arrying momenta of order �. This would seem to suggest thatdiagrams ontaining an arbitrary number of lines need to be aounted for in order tomake reliable preditions. However, eah line is also aompanied by a phase-spae fatorof 1=16�2 (plus the ombinatorial fator (n� 1)!!=(2n)!) whih leads to suppression ofhigh-loop terms, so that ounting powers of �� alone does not give a proper aountingof the relative magnitude of adjaent terms in the loop expansion.Appendix B.2. Bridge diagramsBridge diagrams are more ompliated to handle. We proeed in two steps, �rst arguingthat a similar phase-spae suppression means that only the one-loop bridge need beonsidered, and not multi-loop or rainbow bridges. In a seond step, we argue thathains of bridges an be ignored beause they make a ontribution at leading order inpowers of �� whih is preisely momentum-independent. A ontribution of this type anbe absorbed into oupling onstants and beomes unobservable. The one-loop bridgeis itself momentum-independent at leading order in powers of ��, so that the onlyontributions at this order whih are not suppressed by a phase spae fator of order� 100 are the oblique orretions onsidered in x3. It will transpire that we expetorretions to the purely oblique analysis of xx3{5 to our at a relative order of roughly



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 341=8�2 � 0:013 or better. We believe this is an aeptable preision at whih to preditwhat an be observed at present and future partile olliders. It is again important thatthere is a universal fermion oupling funtion, in order that the e�etive Fermi onstantGF does not beome speies-dependent.First onsider a multi-loop ontribution to the vauum polarization of any SU(2)gauge boson. At momentum transfer q, a alulation similar to those presented in x4establishes that this an be represented in the form�nab � �B2n�2n�B1n! (�i)n Z d4`(2�)4 d4r1(2�)4 � � � d4rn�1(2�)4� Pab(`; q)`2 +M2W � i� 1r21 +M2� � i� � � � 1r2n�1 +M2� � i� 1R2 +M2� � i� ; (B.7)where R = q + `+Pn�1j=1 rj, ` is the momentum arried by the exhanged gauge boson,and Pab(`; q) satis�esPab � �ab(` � q � nM2W )2 � (`aqb + `bqa)(` � q � nM2W ) + `a`b(q2 + 2nM2W ): (B.8)Eq. (B.7) is suppressed by 2n powers of the oupling �, but eah salar integral anontribute a power of �2. Sine Pab � `2, the ` integration an ontribute terms oforder �4. This would seem to imply that terms of order �2(��)2n ould be present inthe answer, but the orret onlusion depends on the relative magnitude of R2. Unlikethe daisy diagrams or one-loop bridges, there an be some regions of phase spae where` � rj � � and j`+Pn�1j=1 rjj � 0, so that R � q. However, if the region of phase spaein whih this �nely-tuned anellation ours shrinks with inreasing uto� faster than�2 then we an estimate the leading ontribution by setting R � � in Eq. (B.7). Inpratie, the enhaned region of phase spae is negligibly small.The n-loop bridge. To estimate the ontribution of the n-loop bridge, we set R � n�and replae eah fator suh as d4rj=(2�)4 by �2=8�2. This hoie for R is tantamountto assuming that the rj and ` are randomly oriented, so that their ross termsapproximately average to zero. This is likely to be a good approximation for largen but may fail for n � O(1), so we will demonstrate expliitly that this proedure givesthe orret answer for the 2-loop bridge. We onsider this to be reasonable evidenethat our estimate is reliable for all n. Proeeding in this way, it follows that the n-loopbridge makes a ontribution to the vauum polarization whih is roughly equal to�nab � 14�ab(2q2 + 2nM2W ) �B2n(��)2n�B1n � n! � 18�2�n : (B.9)For the speial ase of an exponential oupling|for whih �Bn = 1 for all n|this anbe resummed to give�ab � 14�ab(2q2 + 2M2W )��E + Ei(�2�28�2 )� ln �2�28�2 � ; (B.10)where E � 0:577 is the Euler{Masheroni onstant and Ei(z) is the exponential integral.As in the ase of the daisy diagrams this is dominated by its one-loop ontribution, withthe ontribution of higher loops being suppressed by the phase-spae fator 1=8�2.



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 35Two-loop bridge. In the speial ase of the two-loop bridge, Eq. (B.7) an be evaluatedby the method of Feynman parameters, as in x4, with the result that�(2)ab = �B22�4�B � 18�2�2 Z 10 dx dy dz Æ(1� x� y � z)� Z �0 `3 d` Z �0 r3 dr 14`2(2q2 + 22M2W ) + (Xq2 + 2M2W )2�3 ;where � is de�ned by� � (1� x)r2 +W`2 +XY q2 + xM2W + (1� x)M2�; (B.11)and the three quantities W , X and Y satisfyW � (1� x)(1� y)� z21� x ; (B.12)X � z(1� z)(1� x)(1� y)� z2 ; (B.13)Y � (1� x)(1� y)� z2 + z(1� z)1� x : (B.14)Performing the ` and r integrals and keeping only the leading term in powers of ��,this vauum polarization an be simpli�ed to read�(2)ab ' � �B22(��)4�B (2q2 + 22M2W ) 132 � 18�2�2 Z 10 dx dy dx Æ(1� x� y � z)� 1W 3(W + 1� x) �W + (W + 1� x) ln 1� xW + 1� x� ; (B.15)where by \'" we mean that this relationship is true up to terms of order �2(��)2whih we have negleted. The possibility of enhaned regions of phase spae wherethe loop momenta approximately anel to leave an anomalously small propagator� 1=q2 (rather than � 1=�2) has been replaed by the potential for large ontributionsfrom the Feynman parameter integrals. Indeed, inspetion of Eq. (B.11) shows whenonsidering only the leading term in powers of � we might �nd a divergene roughlylike R dx=(1�x)3. This would be �nite when terms of all orders in � were inluded, butwould manifest as an apparent divergene in the trunated series. If suh a divergeneappears, it should be regulated at a sale roughly of order M2�=�2 where other terms inthe perturbation theory beome important, allowing enhaned phase spae regions toappear. However, when these integrals are treated suÆiently arefully we �nd thatno divergenes our and therefore that no enhaned regions of phase spae exist.The integral an be evaluated by an adaptive Monte Carlo tehnique, and we �ndits numerial value to be roughly � 0:025. We onlude that Eq. (B.15) is as small inmagnitude, or slightly smaller, than our estimate Eq. (B.10).Chains of bridges. Now onsider hains of bridges. We will �rst give an argumentthat the leading term in powers of �� is entirely momentum independent for a one-loop



Collider onstraints on interations of dark energy with the Standard Model 36k� rr + q (a) k� qq + k rr + k ss+ k tt+ k (b)Figure B2. Bridge diagrams. In (a), 2! 20 fermion sattering is dressed by a singledark energy bridge, in whih a single dark energy partile is emitted or absorbed atthe sattering verties. In (b), a hain of bridges is exhanged. In priniple, moreompliated on�gurations exist in whih the bridge is itself built out of rainbows ofsub-bridges. We neglet these, sine we antiipate that they will be suppressed byextra powers of the phase-spae fator 1=8�2.bridge, before generalizing this to hains of arbitrary length. In eah ase, we use theresults of the previous setion to drop terms ontaining more than a single loop.The single bridge is shown in Fig. B2(a). We assume that it desribes a bridgedfermion sattering proess, between two fermion speies whih ouple onformally todark energy via the oupling funtion F (�f�) and oupling �f . (The generalization todi�erent ouplings and oupling funtions is obvious.) It is easy to see that the e�et ofthe bridge is the same as inlusion of an extra term in the propagator, orresponding to�F 21 �2f Z d4r(2�)4 ��ab + rarbM2W � 1r2 +M2W � i� 1(r + q)2 � i�' i �F 21 �2f16�2 �ab Z 10 dx �� 12 �2�2 +�2 + 12 ln �1 + �2�2�+ 18M2W �4 + 2�2�2�2 +�2 � �24M2W ln �1 + �2�2��; (B.16)where � satis�es�2 = x(1� x)q2 + xM2� + (1� x)M2W : (B.17)Clearly, the leading term in powers of �� is momentum independent.The ase of multiple bridges hained together is shown in Fig. B2(b). One maywonder why it is neessary to onsider suh hains, sine we have already argued thatdiagrams with a large number of loops are suppressed by powers of the phase-spaefator 8�2. The reason is that to study orretions to the propagator, whih potentiallyshift the loation of its pole, one must resum enough diagrams to apture shifts inthe physial mass of the partile. Suh shifts are not aptured at any �nite order inperturbation theory.Exhange of the hained bridge with n internal verties is equivalent to introduingan extra term in the propagator, whih takes the form�F 21 �2f ( �B2�2)n(i)n Z d4q(2�)4 � � �Z d4t(2�)4 1q2 +M2W � i� 1(q + k)2 +M2� � i� � � �� ��ab + qaqbM2W ���b[q � r � 2M2W ℄� qrb�
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